SPAIN | PONTEVEDRA - VIGO

Nagari Gran Hotel Boutique & Spa
A CHARMING HISTORICAL CITY HOTEL IN THE CENTRE OF VIGO

N

agari Gran Hotel Boutique & Spa is asophisti-

treatments and an exclusive bath for sensory stimulation. A two-

cated five star hotel in the centre of the city of

story spa straddles the line between modern and futuristic. There

Vigo, a modern hotel with all the frills promi-

aretranquil treatment rooms for everything from Ayurveda to

sed by the five imposing stars above its entran-

Indonesian spice therapy, but the crown jewel is the rooftop

ce. It's located between the emblematic La Alameda, one of the

pool. It meanders in a circuit like a river, fitted with swan-

most important and well-known gardens in the city, and the

neckand volcano-shaped features, bubble beds and a series of

fishing port, business and commercial centres of Vigo. It is also

propulsive jets. There are also heated jacuzzis, hydrotherapy and

only 200 metres from Vigo Contemporary Art Museum. This

Turkish Hammam, perfect for relaxing the muscles after visiting

charming historical city hotel was opened in 2010. It has a total

the hotel's personal gym. By night the rooftop converts into the

of 62 rooms. Comfort, relaxation and style meet in this exclusi-

Skyline terrace bar with magnificent views of Cies Islands and

ve hotel. The interiors are fully renovated and are characterised

Vigo city. In Skyline Bar you can enjoy the best cocktails

by a classical and avant-garde design dominated by elegance

accompanied by an exclusive selection of chill out music. It is

and luxury. The rooms are modern, cosy and sophisticated, and

also available to surprise your guests if you arrange an exclusive

possess different environments, as well as unique decorative

private party. Gran Hotel Nagari Boutique & Spa includes the

elements. In the entry-level Premium Lofts and slightly larger

modern and elegant, stylish Alameda XXI restaurant, which

Demi Loft Suites, plush sheepskin reflect the old Galicia; the

serves traditional seasonal cuisine and has over 200 wines for

rest is a cosmopolitan mix of inset lighting, gleaming surfaces

guests to try. If you prefer a lighter or more casual meal the

and pared down, subtly Japanese-style décor. Black and white

Manhattan Wine and Lounge offers a great menu of varied tapas

bathrooms, divided from the bedrooms by large glass walls. The

and delicious cocktails, and features a large terrace. Conference

Gold and Silver Master Suites are furnished with natural fabrics,

facilities are available.

luxurious silks and plenty of marble, with colour schemes to
match their names. One of the strong points of this hotel is the
full and wonderful spa on two floors with gym, beauty cabin for
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